The quadrupole mass filter was especially important to suppress the background ions which were present when the dc discharge was used. A parallel-plate capacitor served to compensate the electric field in the excitation region caused by the electrostatic lens.
%hen we employed the excitation scheme shown in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 4 ). We summarize our data in Fig. 5 and taking its derivative with respect to the energy at resonance we obtain I (n;)3=27r 'Rt'3 [(-, ')t~'tan7r(n3 +8,) -R"]'/[tan'7r(n; +8,) +R4, ].
The expression for I was derived by our neglecting the energy dependence of the slowly varying effective quantum number n3. In addition, the small-angle approximation of the tangent was used. In Fig. 5 
